Dragging up standards
The Dublin Drag 0rchestra's two debut releases are motivated by qualig

and fun

- gender identities

notwithstanding

ls this taking early music's quest for
authenticity too far? As its name suggests,
the Dublin Drag Orchestra comprises crossdressing male musicians.

But Eric Fraad, the iconoclastic stage
director who has released the group's
debut albums on his Heresy Records label,
maintains a sense of mystery about whether
the attire is a matter of personal preference
or showmanship.
'Cross-dressing has been a major feature
of classical theatre and opera,' he says.
'Many Cavalli operas have drag roles; Janet
Baker's most famous role was probably as
Julius Caesar and nobody bats an eye at

that.'
When pressed, Fraad adds: 'People would
have to feel comfortable and enjoy the whole

concept of dressing up.'

It is not the only unusual aspect of the
DDO's recording debut, which comes in the

form of two albums: Motion of the Heart
features late 16th and early 17th-century
songs aboutthe heart, plus an arrangement
of Hank Williams' Cold, Cold Heart; and
iViva Frida! is a tribute to artist Frida Kahlo,
including music from 17th-century Mexico
and Clara Sanabras'setting of words from
Kahlo's diary.
The recordings clock in at 19 and 3O
minutes respectively, and in physical form
they are released as double-album EPs as
well as CDs.
'ln the shrinking CD world, everything has
to fit into little plastic boxes and you have to
endure 60 or 7O minutes of music,' Fraad
says. But, in the digital age, many consumers
create their own albums online, picking the

East meets nrest

Japanese figure painting has had a lasting influence on Reiko Fujisawa's

playingof the classical canon
Suggestions that there are synergies between
different art forms gain tangible evidence from

pianist Reiko Fujisawa.
Years ago in.Japan she became fascinated
by the carvings of Buddha made by the master
sculptor Fuzan Hirano (1911-89), decidingto
study in particular the intricate painting of the
costumes and faces of the figures, and the
creative processes attached have transformed
her piano playing. 'You have to knead the paint
with your fingertips before applying it, and the
colour of the paint is affected by the heat in
your fingers and the amount of concentration,'
she says. 'l thought

that because I play
the piano with quite
a strong character it
would be the same
with the paint, but
what resulted was
really a soft colour.

'That has affected my playing and my sound
is now totally different.'

Listeners can judge for themselves from her
recording on Quartz of three works which also
evoke contrasting emotions in her. Beethoven,

represented by the Waldstein sonata, is 'very
structured and logical. I really have to change
my technique at his request and sometimes he
tells me: "You can't do that"'.
Schubert, in his D899 lmpromptus,
'never says anything about what to do, so
I have to communicate with him, and that
communication is totally a joy for me'.
And Bach's Partita no 2 exemplifies that
'there are so many ways to play his music -

tracks that attract
them.
That accords

with his philosophy
for both albums:
that they should
offer quality and
fun. 'The recordings
have all the fun and
wildness of travesty
plus a solid sense of
history.'
Buoyed by

enthusiastic reviews,
Fraad is organising
DDO tours of the US, Asia and Australia.
The UK, he says, will also get to see the
flamboyantly costumed orchestra.
He also plans to expand Heresy's
catalogue from traditional and early music
into contemporary with Gateways to Europe,
featuring electro-acoustic music from
countries including lreland, Estonia, Latvia
and lceland.
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means east-west and the ensemble puts plano
and violin alongsidethe hauntingsound of the

shakuhachi bamboo flute and the taiko drum.
The ensemble wlll perform atStJames's,
Piccadilly, on 26 November.
Fujisawa's eastwest interests extend
beyond music. About 15 years ago she read
with horrified fascination about the sufferings
of Tamil children in Sri Lanka's civil war
and began playing fundraising concerts for
charities that care for them. She has just
returned from giving one such concert in Sri
Lanka. 'l was able to understand the reality of
these people who have lost eyes, who have no
home or who have lost parents,' she says.
Through her husband, David Hirschman,
she has also become interested in Music for
Life, the charity that provides music workshops
for people living with dementia. On 21July,
Fujisawa gives a concert at Michael's Church,
Highgate

|

really liked my direction this time'.
While this album is immersed in the

cultural traditions of the west, Fujisawa and
her Ensemble Tozai this summer plan to
record a fusion of European and Japanese
compositions and instrumental sounds. Tozai

- near her home in north

London

-

in

aid of the charity.

Hirschman, a viola player who was with the
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra for 15 years,
says the workshops 'can bring about changes

which are lasting'.
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